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he ideas of frontier pioneering, continual progress, manifest destiny, free
enterprise, and rugged individualism have been prominent in the american
national narrative, which has constructed and maintained an ideology of
“americanism”—what it means to be american, and what america is meant to be
and do. in exploring the history of u.S. spaceflight, it is useful to consider how u.S.
space advocacy movements and initiatives have interpreted and deployed the values
and beliefs sustained by this national narrative.the aim here is to illuminate the role
and function of ideology and advocacy in the history of spaceflight by examining
the rhetoric of spaceflight advocacy. Starting from the premise that spaceflight has
played a role in the american national narrative and that this national narrative
has played a role in the history of spaceflight, this paper examines the relationship
between spaceflight and this narrative.
examining the history of spaceflight advocacy reveals an ideology of
spaceflight that draws deeply on a durable american cultural narrative—a national
mythology—of frontier pioneering, continual progress, manifest destiny, free
enterprise, rugged individualism, and a right to life without limits. this ideology
rests on a number of assumptions, or beliefs, about the role of the united States
in the global community, the american national character, and the “right” form of
political economy.according to this ideology, the united States is and must remain
“number one” in the world community, playing the role of political, economic,
scientific, technological, and moral leader. that is, the united States is and must

. in this paper, “spaceflight” generally refers to human spaceflight but does not exclude robotic
spaceflight.the terms “spaceflight” and “space exploration” are interchangeable in this paper, even
though they can convey different meanings in different contexts. general overviews of the history
of space advocacy may be found in tom d. crouch, Aiming for the Stars:The Dreamers and Doers of
the Space Age (Washington, dc: Smithsonian institution press, 999); howard e. Mccurdy, Space
and the American Imagination (Washington, dc: Smithsonian institution press, 997).
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be exceptional. this ideology constructs americans as independent, pioneering,
resourceful, inventive, and exceptional, and it establishes that liberal democracy and
free-market capitalism (or capitalist democracy) constitute the only viable form of
political economy.2 the rhetoric of space advocacy exalts those enduring american
values of pioneering, progress, enterprise, freedom, and rugged individualism, and it
advances the cause of capitalist democracy.
delving into the language or rhetoric of spaceflight is a productive way of
exploring the meanings and motives that are embedded in and conveyed by the
ideology and advocacy of spaceflight—the cultural narrative of pioneering the
space frontier. according to rhetorical critic thomas lessl, rhetorical analysis can
shed some light on
. . . [t]he processes of communication that underpin decision
making in free societies . . . . Judgments on matters of public
policy take their cues from rhetoric, and so an understanding
of any society’s rhetoric will tell us a lot about its ideas, beliefs,
laws, customs and assumptions—especially how and why such
social features came into being.3
to begin this analysis, some definition of key concepts is warranted, starting
with culture and communication. anthropologist clifford geertz’s definition of
culture is operative in this analysis:
[culture is an] historically transmitted pattern of meanings
embedded in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions
expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men
communicate, perpetuate and develop their knowledge about
and attitudes toward life. [it is a context within which social
action can be] intelligibly—that is, thickly—described.4
Building on geertz’s conception, communication theorist James carey has
characterized culture as a predominantly rhetorical construction,“a set of practices,
a mode of human activity, a process whereby reality is created, maintained and
transformed,” primarily by means of communication.5 Social norms can be
constructed,perpetuated,and resisted—and ideologies can be propagated—“through

2. for an exposition of this idea, see, for example, francis fukuyama, The End of History and the Last
Man (new york: free press, 992).
3. paul newall,“thomas lessl: Science and rhetoric” [interview]. Galilean Library [electronic], 2005,
http://www.galilean-library.org/lessl.html (accessed 28 March 2007).
4. clifford geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (new york: Basic Books, 973), pp. 4, 34.
5. James carey, Communication as Culture: Essays on Media and Society (new york: routledge, 992
version, 988), p. 65.
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ritualized communication practices.”6 When advocates speak of advancing scientific
and technological progress by exploring and exploiting the space frontier, they are
performing ritual incantations of a national myth, repeating a cultural narrative
that affirms what america and americans are like and are meant to do. for the
purposes of this analysis, communication is a ritual, culture is communication, and
communication is culture.
Standard definitions of ideology and advocacy are operational here.an ideology
is a belief system (personal, political, social, cultural). advocacy is the act of arguing
in favor of a cause, idea, or policy.

Ideological Bedrock
the concepts of “progress” and the “frontier” require more extensive
explication, as they are bedrock elements of the ideology of spaceflight. the root
of “progress” is the latin word meaning “to go forward.” J. B. Bury said progress is
movement “in a desirable direction”—but he also noted that “it cannot be proved
that the unknown destination towards which man is advancing is desirable.”7 in
their histories of the idea of progress, both Bury and robert nisbet called progress
a dogma. christopher lasch contrasted the premodern, christian idea of progress—
“the promise of a secular utopia that would bring history to a happy ending”—
with the modern idea representing “the promise of steady improvement with no
foreseeable ending.”8 Bury identified progress as an idea originating in the modern
era, whereas nisbet traced its roots to ancient greek and roman philosophy, and
he documented how it evolved to take on the qualities of destiny and “historical
necessity.”9 nisbet declared progress the most important idea in modern Western
history.this modern idea of necessary and inevitable forward movement is deeply
embedded in the cultural narrative of u.S. spaceflight.
the idea of progress became the dominant idea in Western thinking in the
period 850–900, according to nisbet, serving as “the developmental context for
other [key] ideas” such as freedom.0 nisbet credited nineteenth-century natural
philosopher herbert Spencer with melding the ideas of progress and freedom, in

6. Michele M. Strano, “ritualized transmission of Social norms through Wedding photography,”
Communication Theory 6/ (2006): pp. 3–46, esp. 3.
7. J. B. Bury, The Idea of Progress:An Inquiry into Its Origin and Growth (new york: dover publications,
932), p. 2.
8. christopher lasch, The True and Only Heaven: Progress and Its Critics (new york: W. W. norton &
co., 99), p. 47. See also robert Wuthnow, American Mythos:Why Our Best Efforts to Be a Better
Nation Fall Short (princeton, nJ: princeton university press, 2006); Susan richards Shreve and
porter Shreve, How We Want to Live: Narratives on Progress (Boston: Beacon press, 998).
9. robert nisbet, History of the Idea of Progress (new york: Basic Books, 980), p. 47.
0. ibid., p. 79.
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declarations of “the rights of life and personal liberty,”“the right to use the earth,”
“the right of property,” and “the right to ignore the state.” Spencer’s classical liberal
thinking is noticeable in the rhetoric of space advocacy.
from the seventeenth through the twentieth century, as Walter Mcdougall
wrote, the Western scientific worldview—itself a cultural narrative of sorts—
“elevated technological progress . . . to the level of moral imperative.”2 Science and
technology became the means of american progress, and conquest and exploitation
became the morally imperative method. ultimately, progress came to be thought
of as the accumulation of material wealth. robert Wright has said the idea of
progress is “a Victorian ideal” of moral advancement that has evolved into an ideal
of material improvement.3 this belief in progress performs the mythic function
of providing moral justification for material accumulation. along those same lines,
Kirkpatrick Sale has asserted that the contemporary “myth” of progress advances
“the propaganda of capitalism,” the idea of continual human improvement by means
of resource exploitation and material accumulation.4
author ishmael reed has made the link between progress and spaceflight in
an essay called “progress:a faustian Bargain”:
in order to justify its programs, naSa, in its brochures, describes
the earth as a dying planet, a fact which for them justifies
colonizing the universe . . . .you can understand why, in many
science fiction movies, the goal of the invaders is to destroy this
planet, lest this progress be extended to their neighborhoods.5
historically and presently,the rhetoric of space advocacy advances a conception
of outer space as a place of wide-open spaces and limitless resources—a space frontier.
the metaphor of the frontier,with its associated images of pioneering,homesteading,
claim-staking, and taming, has been persistent in american history. in the rhetoric
of spaceflight advocacy, the idea of the frontier is a dominant metaphor. it is worth
noting that the root of the word “frontier” is the old french word for “front.” in
the english language, that word “front” conveys a complex of meanings, ranging
from the most common definition—the part of anything that faces forward—to the
definition that probably comes closest to the meaning of “front” in “frontier”: an area
of activity, conflict, or competition. a common military definition of “front” is also
tied up in the meaning of “frontier,” that is, the area of contact between opposing

. ibid., p. 229.
2. Walter a. Mcdougall, . . . the Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (new
york: Basic Books, 985), p. .
3. robert Wright, A Short History of Progress (new york: carroll & graf, 2004), p. 3.
4. Kirkpatrick Sale, “five facets of a Myth,” in How We Want to Live: Narratives on Progress, ed.
Susan richards Shreve and porter Shreve (Boston: Beacon press, 998), p. 08.
5. ishmael reed,“progress:a faustian Bargain,” in ibid., quote from p. 02.
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combat forces. other meanings of “front” that should be considered in assessing the
meaning of the frontier metaphor are: a façade; a position of leadership or authority;
and a person or thing that serves as a cover for secret, disreputable, or illegal activity.
What meanings are advocates intending to convey, and what meanings are they in
fact conveying, when they talk about the space frontier?6
historian frederick Jackson turner’s century-old essay, “the Significance of
the frontier in american history,” is perhaps the best-known articulation of the
frontier metaphor.7 it is a powerful and evocative piece of writing. in making the
case for spaceflight, advocates continue to cite, directly or indirectly,turner’s frontier
thesis and the related, potentially dangerous, idea of manifest destiny, seemingly
oblivious to a changed cultural context and critiques of turner’s thinking.
as Wright and Sale did with progress, richard Slotkin, in his trilogy of books
about the history of the american West, has deemed the idea of the frontier a
myth—a myth in which the united States is “a wide-open land of unlimited
opportunity for the strong, ambitious self-reliant individual to thrust his way to
the top.”8 patricia nelson limerick has pointed out that space advocates cling to
the frontier metaphor, conceiving “american history [as] a straight line, a vector
of inevitability and manifest destiny linking the westward expansion of anglo
americans directly to the exploration and colonization of space.” limerick has
warned that in abusing this metaphor, “[S]pace advocates have built their plans for
the future on the foundation of a deeply flawed understanding of the past, [and] the
blinders worn to screen the past have proven to be just as effective at distorting the
view of the future.”9

The Cultural Narrative of Spaceflight
according to rhetorical critic Janice hocker rushing, “rhetorical narratives
are discourses which explicitly or implicitly advocate moral choices.” rushing
has said that the meanings of “definitional [american] cultural myths,” such as the
myths of the Western frontier and the space frontier, are a source of identity and
“moral vision.” rushing noted that the united States “has drawn upon the frontier

6. all definitions were obtained from http://www.dictionary.com (accessed June–July 2006).
7. frederick Jackson turner, Rereading Frederick Jackson Turner: The Significance of the Frontier in
American History and Other Essays, with commentary by John Mack faragher (new york: henry
holt, 994, 947, 920).
8. richard Slotkin, Regeneration through Violence: The Mythology of the American Frontier, 1600–
1860 (Middletown, ct:Wesleyan university press. 973), p. 5.
9. patricia nelson limerick, remarks, What is the Value of Space Exploration? A Symposium, sponsored
by the Mission from planet earth Study office, office of Space Science, naSa headquarters and the
university of Maryland at college park,Washington, dc, 8–9 July 994; p. 3.
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for its mythic identity,”20 or moral imperative, as Mcdougall called it. in this mythic
universe, the cultural role of the explorer—the frontier conqueror, as it were—is,
as Stephen pyne has said, to serve as “a moral missionary, telling others and his
sustaining civilization who they are and how they ought to behave.”2
from the start, advocates constructed a narrative of spaceflight that made
it a necessary, even biologically driven, enterprise. But, as pyne has pointed out,
spaceflight and other modes of exploration are not in our genes but in our culture.
“exploration cannot be extracted from the historical and cultural context within
which it occurs.” it is “a specific invention of specific civilizations conducted at
specific historical times.” advocates of u.S. spaceflight have created their own
frontier mythology, as limerick has noted, expanding the story of Western american
settlement to encompass space exploration. and problems have ensued because,
as pyne has said, “discovery among the planets is qualitatively different from the
discovery of continents and seas.”22

The History of Rocket-Men:
Spaceflight as a Belief System
the u.S. and european rocket societies of the 920s, 930s, and 940s were the
world’s first spaceflight advocacy groups. german advocate Willy ley documented
the exploits of these groups, the titles of his books articulating the ideology of
spaceflight: Engineers’ Dreams (954), Across the Space Frontier (952, with Wernher
von Braun, fred Whipple, and others), The Conquest of Space (949), Harnessing
Space (963), and others.23 frank Winter called these early advocates—including
Konstantin tsiolkovskiy, robert goddard, and Wernher von Braun—“pioneers.”24
according to William e. Burrows, the russian tsiolkovskiy advocated “controlling
all of nature—the entire universe,”toward enabling human colonization.tsiolkovskiy
was greatly influenced by the late nineteenth-century russian mystic philosopher
nikolai fyodorov, who “believed that earth is not humanity’s natural home” and
that humanity was intended to live in the cosmos. u.S. rocket developer goddard

20. Janice hocker rushing,“Mythic evolution of ‘the new frontier’ in Mediated rhetoric,” Critical
Studies in Mass Communication 3/3 (986): pp. 265–296, quotes from 265, 267.
2. Stephen J. pyne,“a third great age of discovery,” in carl Sagan and Stephen J. pyne, The Scientific
and Historical Rationales for Solar System Exploration, Spi 88- (Washington, dc: Space policy
institute, george Washington university, July 988), p. 37.
22. ibid., pp. 4, 8.
23. his classic statement is Willy ley, Rockets, Missiles and Space Travel (new york:Viking, 95–968,
multiple editions).
24. frank Winter, Prelude to the Space Age: the Rocket Societies, 1924–1940 (Washington, dc: Smithsonian
institution press, 983), p. 7.
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reportedly shared this belief.25 an inheritor of this legacy,Wernher von Braun said
the aim of the german rocketeers was “to open the planetary world to mankind.”26
in 930, u.S. science-fiction writers and fans formed the american interplanetary
Society to advocate spaceflight,and in 934 this group became the american rocket
Society. these early american advocates engaged in “relentless . . . publicizing . . .
via newspapers, magazine articles, lectures, demonstrations, exhibits, radio talks, and
films” to proselytize for spaceflight.27
in July 958, physicist freeman dyson made his contribution to the advocacy
campaign for spaceflight with “a Space traveler’s Manifesto”:
from my childhood it has been my conviction that men would
reach the planets in my lifetime . . . [t]his conviction . . . rests on
two beliefs, one scientific and one political: () there are more
things in heaven and earth than are dreamed of in our presentday science.and we shall only find out what they are if we go out
and look for them. (2) it is in the long run essential to the growth
of any new and high civilization that small groups of people can
escape from their neighbors and from their governments, to go
and live as they please in the wilderness.28
as visions of spaceflight advanced toward reality, the rhetoric of spaceflight
advocacy continued to promote conquest of the space frontier. Science-fiction
author olaf Stapledon wrote in 948 for the Journal of the British Interplanetary
Society that humankind should colonize other planets to exploit their resources for
earth’s benefit and to “increase man’s power over the environment . . . .the itch to
leave a mark is quite wholesome, on condition that, even if it does not actually serve
some higher aim, at least it does not positively hinder proper development.”29 pope
pius Xii reportedly told the international astronautical federation in 957, “god
who has planted within the heart of man the insatiable desire for knowledge . . . did

25. William e. Burrows, This New Ocean:The Story of the First Space Age (new york: random house,
998), pp. 37, 42.
26.Wernher von Braun,“german rocketry,” in The Coming of the Space Age, ed.arthur c. clarke (new
york: Meredith press, 967), pp. 33–55, quote from p. 55. “there was much regret among us” at
peenemünde, von Braun wrote in this essay, “that the a-4 [a.k.a. the V-2], conceived as it was as a
first step to interplanetary rocketry, had joined in the bloody business of war.” (p. 54)
27.Winter, Prelude to the Space Age, p. 4. Successors to the american rocket Society include the american
astronautical Society and the american institute of aeronautics and astronautics, now representing
professionals rather than amateurs and fans, and more prone to tend to matters of government policy
and spending while less prone (though not averse) to proselytizing for spaceflight.
28. freeman dyson, Disturbing the Universe (new york; harper & row, 979), p. .
29. olaf Stapledon, “interplanetary Man,” in The Coming of the Space Age, clarke, ed., pp. 244–26,
quote from p. 255.
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not intend to put a limit to man’s endeavor.”30 also in 957, rocketeer Krafft ehricke
asserted that “the entire solar system, and as much of the universe as he can reach”
are humankind’s rightful domain:“[B]y expanding through the universe, man fulfills
his destiny as an element of life, endowed with the power of reason and the wisdom
of . . . moral law.”3 in 964, space advocate charles Sheldon wrote that “[M]ankind
is destined to step beyond his earthly bonds just as his ancestors once crawled out
of the seas.” By “colonizing new worlds . . . spread[ing] into new places,” Sheldon
wrote,“the race will survive.”32
the rocket-men of earlier decades and the geopolitics of the cold war propelled
the u.S. space program into being and kept it going through the apollo era. in that
era, spaceflight advocacy came from two sources, according to William Burrows:
political pragmatists and a “hard core of implacable dreamers; the unabashed zealots
who shared a religious conviction that it was their race’s destiny to explore other
worlds and then start colonies on them.”33
from the end of the apollo era to the present, the ideology of spaceflight and
the rhetoric of spaceflight advocacy have been sustained in public discourse in large
part by the so-called grassroots space advocacy groups, such as the national Space
institute and the l5 Society and its successor, the national Space Society; the Space
Studies institute; and the Space frontier foundation.Wernher von Braun founded
the national Space institute (nSi) in 974 to help cultivate public support for the
u.S. space program in the post-apollo era.the l5 Society was founded in 975 by
advocates carolyn and Keith henson to promote space colonization, as espoused
by princeton university physics professor gerard K. o’neill, who published his
first paper on the subject, “the colonization of Space,” in the September 974
issue of Physics Today. today’s national Space Society (nSS) is the product of a
merger of the l5 Society and the national Space institute in 987. (the nSi was
originally named the national Space association but renamed nSi in 975.) the

30. Quoted in eugen Sänger,“Beyond the Solar System,” in ibid., p. 26.
3. Krafft ehricke,“the anthropology of Spaceflight,” in ibid., p. 263.
32. charles Sheldon,“national goals in Space,”in ibid.,pp.7–93,quote from p.74.Sheldon’s rationale for
spaceflight also cited its contributions to national security, technological spinoffs, economic benefits,
the advancement of science, and national prestige—values that continue to be cited by advocates of
spaceflight and in u.S. space policy.
33. Burrows, This New Ocean, p. 332. it should be noted that the frontier metaphor is noticeably absent from
other national cultural narratives of spaceflight.although the word“frontier”does appear from time to time
in european space policy discourse, in those contexts it does not appear to mean the same thing as it does
in american contexts. See, for example, the european Space agency (eSa)’s use of the tag line “expanding
frontiers”in public documents (http://www.esa.int) and the european commission’s reference to space as“a
new european frontier.” See european commission, Space: a New European Frontier for an Expanding Union:
An Action Plan for Implementing the European Space Policy (luxembourg: european communities, 2000).
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nSi changed its name to the national Space Society shortly before its 987 merger
with the l5 Society.34
the nSS says its rationale for promoting space settlement is “survival of the
human species.” among the values and beliefs articulated in the Society’s “vision”
for space exploration and development are “prosperity-unlimited resources,”
“growth-unlimited room for expansion,” individual rights, unrestricted access to
space, personal property rights, free-market economics, democratic values—and also
enhancement of earth’s ecology and protection of new environments.35
gerard K.o’neill formed his own advocacy group,the Space Studies institute (SSi),
in 977 to promote his colonization agenda.the SSi’s stated mission is“opening the energy
and material resources of space for human benefit . . . to make possible the productive use
of the abundant resources in space.”36 Meanwhile, freeman dyson updated his spaceflight
rationale for the 970s, writing:“there are three reasons why, quite apart from scientific
considerations,” human spaceflight is necessary: first,“garbage disposal; we need to transfer
industrial processes into space so that the earth may remain a green and pleasant place”;
second,“to escape material impoverishment”; and third,“our spiritual need for an open
frontier.the ultimate purpose is to bring humanity . . . a real expansion of our spirit.”37
in the 980s, the era of naSa’s Space Shuttle and space station programs, the
space community, as Burrows has noted, heavily promoted human spaceflight: “at
the heart of it all, as usual, [were] the core of dreamers . . . who steadfastly believed
it was their race’s manifest destiny to leave earth for both adventure and survival.”38
in 988, some of those believers created the Space frontier foundation (Sff) to
promote “opening the space frontier to human settlement as rapidly as possible.”this
group says its “purpose is to unleash the power of free enterprise and lead a united
humanity permanently into the Solar System.” like the nSS, the Sff espouses

34. richard godwin, “the history of the national Space Society,” Ad Astra (6 november 2005),
http://www.space.com/adastra/adastra_nss_history_051116.html (accessed July 4, 2006). interestingly,
the combined membership of nSS and l5 voted after the merger of their groups to continue to
use the nSS name instead of renaming their combined group the Space frontier Society.aerospace
industry groups such as the aerospace industries association, the american institute of aeronautics
and astronautics, the american astronautical Society, and the Space foundation play an important
role in u.S. spaceflight advocacy, but they do so more by pragmatic actions, such as influencing
legislation and policy-making, than by sustaining an ideology of spaceflight in public discourse.
35. See the national Space Society Web site for information on this subject, http://www.nss.org (accessed
0 June 2006). interestingly, some of these beliefs appear to be in conflict with others.
36.this statement is available online at http://www.ssi.org/ (accessed 4 July 2006).for more information
on the history of the SSi, see lee Valentine, “a Space roadmap: Mine the Sky, defend the earth,
Settle the universe,” available online at Http://ssi.org/?page_id=2 (accessed august 2007); roger d.
launius, “perfect Worlds, perfect Societies: the persistent goal of utopia in human Spaceflight,”
Journal of the British Interplanetary Society 56 (September/october 2003): pp. 338–349.
37. dyson, Disturbing the Universe, pp. 6–7.
38. Burrows, This New Ocean, p. 507.
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a conflicting set of goals, including “protecting the earth’s fragile biosphere and
creating a freer and more prosperous life for each generation by using the unlimited
energy and material resources of space.” its stated strategy for achieving these goals
is “to wage a war of ideas in the popular culture” and transform u.S. spaceflight
“from a government program for the few to an open frontier for everyone.”39
in a series of essays called “the frontier files,” Sff founder and director rick
tumlinson offers his version of the space frontier narrative:
We . . . see our civilization at a crossroads . . . . down one
path is a future of limits to growth, environmental degradation
and ultimately extinction. down the other path lie limitless
growth, an environmentally pristine earth and an open and
free frontier in space.40
regarding the purpose of spaceflight, he asserts:
the one necessary and sufficient reason we are called to the Space
frontier is buried deep within us. it is a feeling . . . [a] calling to go,
to see, to do, to be “there.”We believe homo Sapiens is a frontier
creature. it is what we do, it defines what we are.4
in 987, writer Marshall Savage founded the first Millennial foundation and
joined the chorus of advocates claiming humans are destined to colonize the universe:
now is the watershed of cosmic history. We stand at the
threshold of the new Millennium. Behind us yawn the chasms
of the primordial past . . . before us rise the broad sunlit uplands
of a living cosmos . . . . the future of the universe hinges on
what we do next. if we . . . stride into space as the torchbearers
of life, this universe will be aborning.
earth is slipping “into a pit of our own digging,” according to Savage, and in
order to save itself, humankind must expand into the cosmos: “[i]t is our policy to
enliven this sterile universe . . . . if we . . . forsake our cosmic destiny, we will commit
a crime of unutterable magnitude.”42

39. “history of the Space frontier foundation,” http://www.space-frontier.org/History/ (accessed 4 July 2006).
among the Sff’s goals is to keep gerard K. o’neill’s space colonization manifesto, The High Frontier, “in
print and available forever.”the Sff liberally employs the rhetoric of war in urging people to“join the fight”
for its agenda, locating itself on the space “front,” characterizing itself as evolving from “a guerrilla band to
a professional fighting force,” and claiming it has “come down from the hills [to] invade the [u.S.] capital”
(“history of the Space frontier foundation,” subheading“taking the fight to the nation’s capital”).
40. rick tumlinson, “preface—Welcome to the revolution (Message  of the frontier files),” 995,
http://www.space-frontier.org/History/frontierfiles.html (accessed 7 July 2006).
4. rick tumlinson,“introduction—Who We are (Message 2 of the frontier files),” 995, http://www.
space-frontier.org/History/frontierfiles.html (accessed 7 July 2006).
42. Marshall t. Savage, The Millennial Project: Colonizing the Galaxy in Eight Easy Steps (Boston: little,
Brown & co., 992, 994), pp. 7–8, 230.
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the Mars Society, founded in 998, advocates pioneering the space frontier
by the human settlement of Mars. Mars Society founder robert Zubrin has said he
embraces “turner’s belief that the frontier is a crucial part of the american character
. . . i would like to see our traditions carried forward.”43 according to the Mars
Society’s “founding declaration,”
civilizations, like people, thrive on challenge and decay without
it . . . .as the world moves towards unity, we must join together
. . . facing outward to embrace a greater and nobler challenge . . .
. pioneering Mars will provide such a challenge . . . .a humans
to-Mars program would challenge young people everywhere
to develop their minds to participate in the pioneering of a
new world . . . . the settling of the Martian new World is an
opportunity for a noble experiment in which humanity has
another chance to shed old baggage and begin the world anew;
carrying forward as much of the best of our heritage as possible
and leaving the worst behind . . . . [e]xploration and settlement
of Mars is one of the greatest human endeavors possible in our
time . . . . no nobler cause has ever been.44

Government Space Rhetoric
the frontier metaphor, the ideology of progress and the belief in american
exceptionalism have been prevalent in government space policy rhetoric as
well as the rhetoric of advocacy groups. the national commission on Space,
appointed by president reagan to develop long-term goals for u.S. civilian space
exploration, entitled its final report “pioneering the Space frontier” and described
in it “a pioneering mission for 2st-century america: to lead the exploration and
development of the space frontier.” humankind is “destined to expand to other
worlds,” the commission said in its report, and “our purpose” is to establish “free
societies on new worlds.”toward achieving those goals,“we must stimulate individual
initiative and free enterprise in space.”45
the rhetoric of american exceptionalism remained apparent in space policy
documents of the george h. W. Bush administration: “america’s space program
is what civilization needs . . . america, with its tremendous resources, is uniquely
qualified for leadership in space . . . our success will be guaranteed by the american
spirit—that same spirit that tamed the north american continent and built enduring

43. Bart leahy, “Save our planet: Space advocates see the Bigger picture,” Ad Astra (8 May 2006),
available online at http://space.com/adastra/adastra_save_earth_060518.html (accessed 9 May 2006).
44. Mars Society founding declaration, 988, http://www.marssociety.org/about/founding_declaration.asp
(accessed 20 July 2006).
45. national commission on Space, Pioneering the Space Frontier (newyork: Bantam Books, 986), pp. 2–3.
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democracy.”the “prime objective” of the u.S. space program is “to open the space
frontier.”46 naSa declared in its 90-day study of this Space exploration initiative,
“the imperative to explore” is embedded in our history . . . traditions, and national
character,” and space is “the frontier” to be explored.47 “Space is the new frontier,”
said another space study group of that time, where the united States will find “a
future of peace, strength, and prosperity.”48
in keeping with rhetorical tradition, the clinton administration declared,
“Space exploration has become an integral part of our national character, capturing
the spirit of optimism and adventure that has defined this country from its beginnings
. . . . its lineage is part of an ancient heritage of the human race . . . deep in the
human psyche and perhaps in our genes.”49
in the george W. Bush administration, White house office of Science and
technology policy director John Marburger has said the point of the president’s socalled vision for space exploration “is to begin preparing now for a future in which
the material trapped in the Sun’s vicinity is available for incorporation into our way of
life.”50 naSa administrator Michael griffin has said that the aim of space exploration
is“to make the expansion and development of the space frontier an integral part of what
it is that human societies do.”5 griffin has said that when human civilization reaches
the point where more people are living off earth than on it,“we want their culture to
be Western.” he has asserted that Western civilization is “the best we’ve seen so far in
human history,” and that the values space-faring people should take with them into
space should beWestern values.52 “We want to be the world’s preeminent space-faring
nation for all future time,” he said on another occasion, “second to none.”53 griffin
has said that space exploration has something to do with “core beliefs” about what
societies and civilizations should be doing “on the frontiers of their time . . . north
americans are the way we are because of the challenges of the frontier . . . i believe
that Western thought, civilization, and ideals represent a superior set of values,” better

46. national Space council, Report to the President (Washington, dc: office of the president, 990), p.
7.
47. Report of the 90-day Study on the Human Exploration of the Moon and Mars (houston, tX: naSa
Johnson Space center, november 989), pp. -, -4.
48. Synthesis group, America at the Threshold:America’s Space Exploration Initiative (Washington, dc: u.S.
government printing office, 99), pp. iv, 9, 4.
49.“national apollo anniversary observance,a proclamation by the president of the united States of
america, July 9, 994” (Washington, dc: office of the president, 994).
50. John Marburger, keynote address, 44th robert h. goddard Memorial Symposium, american
astronautical Society, greenbelt, Md, 5 March 2006.
5. griffin made these remarks at a conference sponsored by the center for Strategic and international
Studies,  november 2005,Washington, dc.the author attended this event.
52. griffin made these remarks at a meeting sponsored by Women in aerospace in Washington, dc, on
2 May 2005.the author attended this event.
53. griffin made these remarks at a meeting sponsored by Women in aerospace in Washington, dc, on
5 May 2006.the author attended this event.
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than those of civilizations that came before.these values are “irretrievably linked to”
expansion, he has said, and now this expansion will continue into the human frontier
of space.54 Most recently, griffin has said:
it is in the nature of humans to find, to define, to explore and to
push back the frontier.and in our time, the frontier is space and
will be for a very long time . . . .the nations that are preeminent
in their time are those nations that dominate the frontiers of
their time.the failed societies are the ones that pull back from
the frontier. i want our society, america, [W]estern society, to
be preeminent in the world of the future and i want us not to
be a failed society. and the way to do that, universally so, is to
push the frontier.55

Conclusions
this brief historical review has shown how the rhetoric of space advocacy
has sustained an ideology of american exceptionalism and reinforced longstanding beliefs in progress, growth, and capitalist democracy.this rhetoric conveys
an ideology of spaceflight that could be described, at its worst, as a sort of space
fundamentalism: an exclusive belief system that rejects as unenlightened those who
do not advocate the colonization, exploitation, and development of space.56 the
rhetorical strategy of space advocates has tended to rest on the assumption that the
values of “believers” are (or should be) shared by others as well.
although the social, political, economic, and cultural context for space
exploration has changed radically since the 960s, the rhetoric of space advocacy
has not. in the twenty-first century, advocates continue to promote spaceflight as a
biological imperative and a means of extending u.S. free enterprise, with its private
property claims, resource exploitation, and commercial development, into the solar
system and beyond.pyne,among others,has addressed the problematic nature of these
arguments: “the theses advanced to promote [solar system] settlement,” he noted,

54. griffin made these remarks at a meeting of the naSa advisory council’s science subcommittees
in Washington, dc, on 6 July 2006.the author attended this event.
55. Quoted in William harwood, “interview with naSa’s chief: griffin defends Budget, Shuttle
plans,” Space Place, cBS news, 5 august 2006, http://www.spaceflightnow.com/shuttle/sts115/
060815griffin/ (accessed 6 august 2006).
56. in their rhetorical analysis of public statements on foreign policy by presidents ronald reagan
and george W. Bush, Kevin coe and richard domke [“petitioners or prophets? presidential
discourse, god, and the ascendancy of religious conservatives,” Journal of Communication (2006):
pp. 309–330] found a common strategy “treading closely to claims regarding a divine vision for
u.S. foreign policy, a theological sort of doctrine of Manifest destiny, which runs the risk of doing
what the doctrine of Manifest destiny has done in the past” (p. 324). See this language in national
aeronautics and Space administration, The Vision for Space Exploration (Washington, dc: naSa
np-2004-00334-hQ, 2004).
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“are historical, culturally bound, and selectively anecdotal: that we need to pioneer
to be what we are, that new colonies are a means of renewing civilization.”57
Spaceflight advocacy can be examined as a cultural ritual, performed by means
of communication (rhetoric), for the purpose of maintaining the current social
order, with its lopsided distribution of power and resources, and perpetuating the
values of those in control of that order (materialism, consumerism, technological
progress, private property rights, capitalist democracy). communication research has
shown how public discourses—those cultural narratives or national myths—“often
function covertly to legitimate the power of elite social classes.”58 and this review
has shown how the rhetoric of space advocacy reflects an assumption that these
values are worth extending into the solar system.
“everything now suggests,” nisbet wrote 25 years ago, “that Western faith in
the dogma of progress is waning rapidly.”59 this faith appears to have remained alive
and well, however, in the ideology of spaceflight. christopher lasch wrote 5 years
ago,“almost everyone now agrees that [the idea of] progress—in its utopian form at
least,” no longer has the power “to explain events or inspire [people] to constructive
action.”60 But in the current cultural environment, perhaps it does—at least among
space advocates. progress is, indeed, modern american dogma and a key element of
pro-space dogma. But it does not resonate well—as pyne and others have noted—in
the current postmodern (or even post-postmodern) cultural environment, where
public discourse is rife with critiques of science, technology, the aims of the militaryindustrial complex, and the corporate drive for profit.
pyne observed almost 20 years ago that space exploration was “not yet fully in
sync” with its cultural environment.6 Modern (seventeenth- to twentieth-century)
Western (european-american) exploration functioned as “a means of knowing, of
creating commercial empires, of outmaneuvering political economic, religious, and
military competitors—it was war, diplomacy, proselytizing, scholarship, and trade by
other means.”62 But the postmodern exploration of space is different. outer space is
not simply an extension of earth and the era of space exploration is not simply an
extension of the modern era of transoceanic and transcontinental exploration. its
cultural context is different.the modern phenomenon of spaceflight has outlived the

57. Stephen J. pyne, “Seeking newer Worlds: the future of exploration,” Sarton lecture, american
association for the advancement of Science, denver, colorado, february 2003, http://www.public.
asu.edu/~spyne/FUTURE.pdf (accessed 0 June 2006), p. 8. See also gregg Klerkx, Lost in Space:The
Fall of NASA and the Dream of a New Space Age (new york: random house, 2004).
58. Janice hocker rushing and thomas S. frentz,“integrating ideology and archetype in rhetorical
criticism,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 77(4) (99): pp. 385–406, quote from p. 385.
59. robert nisbet, History of the Idea of Progress (new york: Basic Books, 980), p. 9.
60. christopher lasch, The True and Only Heaven: Progress and Its Critics (new york:W.W. norton & co.,
99), pp. 4, 2.
6. pyne,“a third great age of discovery,” p. 32.
62. pyne,“Seeking newer Worlds,” p. 3.
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modern era and its purpose is not clear in a postmodern or even post-postmodern
world, characterized by uncertainty, subjectivity, deconstruction, and a rejection
of so-called master narratives such as the story of frontier conquest. the moral
imperative of the myth of pioneering the space frontier could be interpreted as a
narrative that is in tune with its postmodern cultural environment in the sense that
it conveys the values of the dominant social order—that is, what communication
scholar herb Schiller has called “the transnational corporate business order” and its
ideology of private property ownership, resource exploitation and profit building.63
of course, the idea of the human colonization of space is not publicly
compelling in the current cultural environment. poet Wendell Berry has addressed
this dilemma:
the [space colonization] project is an ideal solution to the moral
dilemma of all those in this society who cannot face the necessities
of meaningful change. it is superbly attuned to the wishes of the
corporation executives, bureaucrats, militarists, political operators,
and scientific experts who are the chief beneficiaries of the forces
that have produced our crisis . . . .
if it should be implemented, it will be the rebirth of the idea
of progress with all its old lust for unrestrained expansion, its
totalitarian concentrations of energy and wealth, its obliviousness
to the concerns of character and community, its exclusive reliance
on technical and economic criteria, its disinterest in consequence,
its contempt for human value, its compulsive salesmanship.
the sales pitch for space colonization goes this way, according to Berry:
if we will just have the good sense to spend one hundred
billion dollars on a space colony, we will thereby produce more
money and more jobs, raise the standard of living, help the
underdeveloped, increase freedom and opportunity, fulfill the
deeper needs of the human spirit etc. etc. . . . anyone who has
listened to the arguments of the army corps of engineers, the
strip miners, the defense department or any club of boosters
will find all this dishearteningly familiar.64

63. herbert Schiller, “not yet the post-imperialist era,” in Media and Cultural Studies: Key Works, rev.
edition, M. g. durham and d. M. Kellner, eds. (Malden, Ma: Blackwell, 2006), pp. 295–30, quote
from p. 303. retired congressional research Service analyst eilene galloway, arguably the oldest
living expert on space law and policy at age 00 in 2006, has often said that problems in space policy
are due at least in part to the fact that there are too many people in the space community who think
that outer space is just like earth.
64. Wendell Berry, “Mr. gerard o’neill’s Space colony project is offered in the fall 975 CoEvolution
Quarterly . . .”, in Space Colonies: a CoEvolution Book, Stewart Brand, ed. (newyork: penguin, 977), p. 36
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Visions of the human colonization of space present a “moral law of the
frontier” that is disturbing, Berry concludes: this law is that “humans are destructive
in proportion to their supposition of abundance; if they are faced with an infinite
abundance, then they will become infinitely destructive.”65
Berry wrote his essay about the downside of space colonization in the 970s.
But his views are not necessarily out of date. environmentalists might argue today
that the case Berry made against space colonization is even more relevant today
than it was in the 970s.
in order to survive as a cultural institution, spaceflight needs an ideology. it
needs to have some connection to widely held beliefs. it needs a role in a cultural
narrative. But as pyne has noted,“locating exploration in the human gene or in the
human spirit” and not in specific cultures is not viable. continued reliance on this
narrative “only absolves us from making those vital, deliberate choices” we inevitably
have to make—about how we should proceed into space, and what values space
exploration should embody.“these choices,” pyne has said,“are not intuitive.”66 as
a cultural institution, space exploration “has to speak to deeper longings and fears
and folk identities.” it “is not merely an expression of curiosity but involves the
encounter with a world beyond our ken that challenges our sense of who we are.
it is a moral act . . . more than adventuring, more than entertainment, more than
inquisitiveness.” it has to explain “who a people are and how they should behave.”67
and in the current cultural environment, as pyne has observed, space exploration
“will have to base its claim to legitimacy on transnational or ecumenical values.”68
unlike the Western american frontier, as Janice hocker rushing has pointed out,
space is too big to be conquered.the recent focus of space exploration on the search for
evidence of extraterrestrial life is a product, she has said, of a widespread understanding
that humankind exists in a universe, not only on planet earth.the narrative of space
exploration today might better reflect this understanding by telling a story of “a spiritual
humbling of self ” rather than “an imperialistic grabbing of territory.”69
although she has noted that “the WaSp space cowboy version of spaceflight”
has persisted from the apollo era into the present, constance penley also has observed
that naSa “is still the most popular point of reference for utopian ideas of collective
progress.” in the popular imagination,“naSa continues to represent . . . perseverance,
cooperation, creativity and vision,” and these meanings embedded in the narrative of
spaceflight “can still be mobilized to rejuvenate the near-moribund idea of a future
toward which dedicated people . . . could work together for the common good.”70

65. ibid.
66. pyne,“a third great age of discovery,” p. 54.
67. pyne,“Seeking newer Worlds,” p. 7.
68. pyne,“a third great age of discovery,” p. 20.
69. Janice hocker rushing,“Mythic evolution.” p. 284.
70. constance penley, “Spaced out: remembering christa Mcauliffe,” Camera Obscura 29 (January
992): pp. 79–23, especially pp. 207–208.
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this historical review of the rhetoric of space advocacy reveals competing
american cultural narratives, then. the dominant narrative—advancing the values
of the dominant culture—upon which the narrative of u.S. spaceflight piggybacks,
is a story of american exceptionalism that justifies unilateral action and the
globalization of american capitalist democracy and material progress.the story of
spaceflight is embedded in this broader narrative. that story is also woven into a
competing narrative, a vision of “utopian ideas of collective progress” and “a spiritual
humbling of self.”this competing narrative may be a site within which the ideology
of spaceflight might rejuvenate itself—where the vision of a human future in space
becomes a vision of humanity’s collective peaceful existence on Spaceship earth
and the need to work together to preserve life here and look for life out there.
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